
Cycle code 
The road code  for riding in the “hours of darkness” is as follows:  
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■ Cyclist must wear a helmet. 
■ Cycle has red or yellow rear reflector that is visible from a 

distance of 100 metres when a light shines on it. 
■ One or more steady or flashing rear-facing red light that can be 

seen at night from a distance of 100 metres. 
■ One or two white or yellow headlight that can be seen at night 

from a distance of 100 metres, and only one of the headlights 
may flash. 

■ Pedal retro-reflectors on the forward and rearward facing 
surfaces of each pedal.  If the cycle does not have these the 
cyclist must be wearing reflective material. 

Legally, 'hours of darkness' means: 

■ any period of time between half an hour after sunset on one day 
and half an hour before sunrise on the next day, or 

■ any other time when there isn't sufficient daylight for a person 
or vehicle to be clearly visible at a distance of 100 metres. 

 

 

Hypothesis 

1 
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/factsheets/01/docs/01-cycles.pdf  
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/roadcode/cyclist-code/about-equ
ipment/cycle-equipment.html#compulsory  
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I hypothesise that 80% cyclists in Wellington City, riding in ‘the hours 
of darkness’, will meet the legal requirement for visibility.  
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The Problem 

I have noticed around Wellington there is a big difference in the 
visibility of cyclists at night time.   I looked up the legal requirement 
for cycling at night and wanted to find out if cyclists followed this 
code. 

 

A Ministry of Transport report  states that in 2013, 825 cyclists were 
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involved in police reported crashes in New Zealand: 8 died, 171 were 
seriously injured and 646 suffered minor injuries.  After motorbikes, 
cyclists have highest death/injuries per million hours spent travelling 
(30 cyclists/million hours travelled between July 2009 and June 2013). 
Two times in the day were found to be particularly risky for adult and 
children cycling: 0800-1000 and 1600-1800.  At these times the roads 
are very busy and during winter the afternoon risky time is also dark 
which makes it harder to see cyclists with low visibility.  In the period 
June-09 to June-13, 64% of the crashes were not the cyclists fault and 
59% of the drivers in these cases did not see the cyclist.   With all 
these statistics it is clear that improving cyclist visibility is important in 
reducing the number of crashes involving bikes. I wanted to find out 
what Wellington cyclists were doing about their visibility. 

 

 

Aim 

2 Ministry of Transport Report: Cyclist Crash Facts 2014. 
http://www.transport.govt.nz/research/crashfacts/cyclistcrashfacts/  
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To find out if cyclists around Wellington are following the rules for 
cycling after dark, given it is easy to find the legal requirements 
on-line and they are easy to meet. 
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Method  

To investigate night time visibility of Wellington cyclists I did two 
surveys: road-side and on-line.  

1. The road-side survey recorded cyclist’s visibility in four locations 
(main roads leaving town) for 60 minutes in the hours of 
darkness (In June, sunset is at 5pm , hours of darkness start 
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from 5.30pm). 
2. The online survey asked Wellington cyclists to answer three 

questions. Q1: what they normally use to be seen at night? Q2: 
what do they think is the NZ legal requirement for cycling after 
dark. Q3: what three things they think would most improve 
cyclist visibility at night. 

 

Road-side survey 

I made a survey sheet to record the numbers of bikes in these three 
categories: above code, at code and below code.  I separated “below 
code” into a further four categories so I could record why they failed: 
no helmet; no lights; no reflectors; and, no lights/reflectors.  I stood 
on the side of the road for one hour at each site and tallied the bikes 
as they came past.  In total, I recorded 321 cyclists at four sites:  

■ 101 at Kent Tce/Pirie St 
■ 117 at Oriental Bay 
■ 48 at Waterloo Quay/Whitmore St 
■ 55 at Victoria St/Vivian St 

 

 

3 http://www.timebie.com/sun/wellingtonnz.php 
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Online survey 

1. I joined a national group, Cycling Advocates' Network: A voice 

for kiwi cyclists , which connected me to my local group (Cycle 
4

Aware Wellington, CAW ). 
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2. I was given permission to post an online survey for their 

members on their Facebook page. 

3. I went into Survey Monkey , an on-line survey website, and 
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developed my survey. I only wrote three questions so it 

wouldn’t be too long and decided on a multi-choice format.  

4. I tested the link by emailing it to my dad. 

5. I also completed the survey once so I could see how Survey 

Monkey would send me the results. 

6. I posted the link for my survey on the Cycle Aware Wellington 

Facebook page with a short introduction to me and my Science 

Fair project.   The survey was opened on Sunday 21st June and 

closed Friday 27th of June. 

7. At the end of the survey time I exported the data into an excel 

spread sheet. 

8. I cleaned the data (four people had gone to the survey and not 

answered all the questions, I removed those rows even if they 

had just missed one question). 

9. For Question 1 and Question 2, I used excel’s sorting function to 

group each response and then coded each answer (row) in the 

spread sheet to match my roadside categories, as follows 

■ Beyond legal limit,  

■ At legal limit,  

4 http://can.org.nz/  
5 http://can.org.nz/wellington  
6 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/take-a-tour/?ut_source=header  
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■ Fail (on bike rear reflector),  

■ Fail (on pedal/cyclist reflectors),  

■ Fail (on lights) 

10. For Question 3 people could choose from 8 different options, I 

counted how many times each option was chosen. 

11. I plotted the results. 

Results 
1. Roadside survey 

I combined the data from all four sites into one roadside result (321 

cyclists).  I found that 52% of the cyclists I marked down “passed” (at 

or above the legal limit) and 48% failed.  
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Figure 1: Roadside survey: percentage of cyclists recorded as 

beyond, at or below the legal limit (by site). 
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The breakdown of fails show that the highest proportion of people 

failed because their bike did not having a rear reflector or pedal 

reflectors (71%). I noticed that not many bikes had mudguards, which 

is a key place for a rear reflector. 

I noticed that while some cyclists failed because of not having a rear 

reflector they were still very visible because of lights, reflector gear 

and clothing. 

 

 

Figure 2: Roadside survey: percentage of cyclists below legal limit, 

categorised by different types of fails (by site). 

 

 

By: Leo Griffiths,  
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Year 9 Rongotai College  
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2. Online survey 

140 cyclists answered the online survey; 4 didn’t answer all the 

questions and I removed them.  So I have 136 responses. 

The results to Question 1 (Please select all the items in this list you 

normally use when cycling at night.) are in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: On-line survey: numbers of cyclists categorised beyond, at 

or below the legal limit from what they say they wear (n=136). 

 

67% of cyclists surveyed do not have all the items to reach the legal 

limit, so 33% are at or above the legal limit.  Most fail by not including 

a rear reflector on their bike, some fail by not having pedal reflectors 

or the agreed replacement (cyclist reflectors) and a few fail from not 

having the right lights. 
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The results to Question 2 (Please select the items you think are the NZ 

legal requirement for cycling after dark.) are in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: On-line survey: number of cyclists who are correct or 

incorrect in recording the legal requirements (n=136). 

 

When the cyclists recorded what they think is the legal limit, 29% 

were correct, 71% did not select the right combination of items.  Of 

those incorrect (“FAIL”), 35% didn’t select rear bike reflectors, 29% 

didn’t select pedal reflectors or their replacement and 7% didn’t 

select the right lights. 
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The results to Question 3 (Please select no more than THREE items 

you think would most improve cyclist's night time visibility.) are in 

Figure 5.  Some cyclists chose more than three but I still included 

those results. 

 

Figure 5: Online survey: cyclists choice for what would most improve 

cyclist visibility. 

 

The results show the top three items were: more moving reflective 

gear, better lights and more reflective gear on the cyclist’s body.  

Of the 22 cyclists who selected that the legal requirement is enough, I 

checked their answers to Question 2 (Please select the items you think 

are the NZ legal requirement for cycling after dark).  Six did know the 

legal requirement (27%) the rest did not (73%).  Of the incorrect 

answers to Question 2: three didn’t select bike rear reflector; nine 
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didn’t select pedal reflectors (or the agreed replacement); and, four 

didn’t select the right lights (front white/yellow and rear red light). 

Conclusions 
■ I was surprised how many cyclists failed to reach the legal limit, my 

roadside survey found only half passed, I thought it would be much 

higher.   I also expected the results from CAW to be different, 

because they were an organised group I thought a lot of their 

members would be at or above the limit. I also expected they 

would know the legal limit as it is so easily found online.  This 

disproves my hypothesis. 

■ Many fails were because a cyclist didn’t have a rear reflector on 

their bike (roadside survey) or because they didn’t report having a 

rear reflector (online survey). 

■ From my roadside survey observations, the rear reflector on the 

bikes did not have a great impact on the visibility of the cyclist.  So I 

would recommend removing the rear reflector from the 

requirement.  I would recommend adding reflector gear to the 

cyclist (on body and ankles) instead. 

■ If I were to redo my roadside survey I would add a category to 

record fail due to no reflector but they were still visible.  I didn’t do 

that this time because the law states that every bike has to have a 

rear reflector and nothing else will replace it.  I would also fail 

cyclists who have only one flashing front light.  I would also do 

more roadside surveys: different sites, same place different 

conditions.  If I did the online survey again I would try and find 

more Wellington cyclists – send to more than one cycling site.  
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Leo’s ultimate cyclist visibility  
■ A white/yellow steady light on front of bike 

■ A white/yellow steady or flashing on helmet 

■ A reflective vest (no back pack) 

■ Light coloured clothing (white, orange or yellow) 

■ A rear facing steady red light on helmet  

■ A rear facing red light on cyclists back or seat post 

■ Reflective bands on ankles 

■ Flashing lights in spokes facing sidewards. 
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